












Shoemaker-Levi, spectacular evidence of multiple impacts from a single

body (thought by some 'experts' to be nearly impossible until it was

actually observed!)
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Australian Craters and Possible Craters with Hydrocarbon
Potential; Bedout (left) and Tookoonooka (center and right)
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A Hildebrand fantasy; the supposedly random distribution' contains the

actually observed craters (How Odd)!

Craters, Craters, everywhere (including where they aren't)

During the past 600 MY it is expected that approximately 500

impact craters larger than 1 km in diameterhave formed in Alberta. A
random distribution of these impacts is shown on the left while the locations
ofknown possible and probable impact craters is given on the right.









Some of the extensive glacial tillites identified around the world may

actually be impact breccia.













1i drocarboii production associated with seL'1'al impact craters in North

America and Australia (adaptedfrom Isaac and Stewart, 1993).

Impact Feature Diameter(km) Age (MY') Hydrocarbon Accumulation

Ames Flole, Oklahoma 8 45 2x106m3 (l8MMbbl) oil and 4x108m3 (14 BCF)

gas in estimated reserves from crater rim and floor

Avak, Alaska 12 100 109m3 (37BCF) gas reserves in slump block traps
Calvin, Michigan 72x106m3 (600MMbhl) oil

Newporte, North Dakota 3.2 500 Oil shows and some production from raised rim

Red Wing Creek, North Dakota 10 200 6.4x106m3 to 11x106m3 (40-7OMMbbl) in

recoverable reserves from the central uplift
Steen River, Alberta 25 97.5 Oil (-1000 BOPD) and gas production(-35

MMCF/d) from rim structure with 2x109m3 (72

BCF) gas reserves

Tookoonooka, Australia 55 Potential for stratigraphic traps
Viewfield, Saskatchewan 2.4 200 3.2x106m3 (27MMbhl) reserves from raised rim









1. The attached paper contains an interesting piece of eccentric

science.





























































1. What almighty God has ordained will come to pass despite all human

effort to the contrary. A coming cosmic impact event of similar or slightly

smaller magnitude to the Chicxulub impact is strongly suggested to me

by my study of the Bible and the natural world as an event associated

with the end of this present age.
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